Sleep on it! Sleep Consolidation Produces Strong Delayed Memory Retrieval much like Immediate Retrieval
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Background

- **Research Question:** Can sleep consolidation reduce the effects of an interruption during encoding, leading to improved accuracy on a delayed recognition task?
- **Consolidation:** During sleep, memories acquired earlier are processed at a deeper level and strengthened by creating associations with previously-stored information (Rasch & Born, 2008). This process helps better integrate new information into existing long-term memory storage systems. Research indicates that the consolidation process can also prevent the effects of interference during memory retrieval (Robertson, 2012).
- **Present Study:** The present study was designed to examine the effects of sleep consolidation after an interruption of encoding had occurred and the effect of interruption on primacy (in a list, people better remember words presented earlier) and recency (in a list, people better remember words presented later) effects (Rundus, 1971).

Hypotheses

- We hypothesized that pictures that appeared near the beginning and the end of encoding, and those that appeared after the resumption of the interrupted slideshow would be better remembered than those pictures that appeared just before the interruption, due to primacy and recency memory effects.
- We hypothesized that pictures tested for memory on the second day would be remembered better, due to sleep consolidation, than when tested for memory only on the first day.

Methods

- 30 Participants view images in a PowerPoint presentation
- PowerPoint presentation is interrupted by computer "crash"
- Participants finish distracter task to prevent rehearsal
- PowerPoint resumes until finished
- Participants finish 2nd distractor task to prevent rehearsal

Results and Conclusions

- **Table 1:** When looking only at those groups that were tested on Day 2, with (C3, C4) or without testing on Day 1 (C2), there was a significant and strong interaction between picture type (target vs. lure) and condition (p = .004). That is, performance for Conditions 3 and 4 was much stronger than that for Condition 2, with that for Condition 4 much stronger than Condition 3.
- **Table 2:** The interaction for comparing Day 1 only and Day 2 only was significant (p < .001), such that performance of picture type didn’t vary between Day 1 and Day 2, but performance for lures on Day 2 declined while targets stayed high. There was also a main effect of test day (p = .002).
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